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ABSTRACT 

 

The temple architecture in Tamil Nadu , otherwise called a Dravidian Style, architecture always 

employed for the temples of the Hindus in Tamil Nadu from  7th  to 18th  century C.E., that characterized by 

tower. The temple in Tamil Nadu which consists fundamentally of square chambered sanctuary and topped 

by  superstructure, tower then spire and  attached pillared porch hall (maṇḍapam,), enclosed within 

rectangular court. The temple external walls are segmented by the pilasters and also carry the niches 

housing sculpture. Superstructure of the tower ( Gopuram ) above sanctuary consists of arrangement of 

steadily receding stories in the pyramidal shape. The Each story is delineated by the parapet of miniature 

various shrines, square in the corners and also rectangular with centre barrel-vault roofs. This tower is also 

topped by  dome-shaped. Earliest existing examples of developed style are 7th century C.E. and also rock-cut 

shrines in Mahabalipuram and developed structural temples, Shore Temple at same site.  
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INTRODUCTION 

, The Dravidan temple is with this a compound walls. Temple front wall which has an entrance like a 

gateway in this centre, that also is called as gopuram in Tamil Language . This shape of chief temple tower 

called as a vimana in the state of Tamil Nadu is also like stepped pyramid which rises up the geometrically 

rather than curving North India’s shikhara. In Tamil Nadu , temple, word ‘shikhara’ is only used for top 

element at top of temple is more often than not shaped likea small stupika and an octagonal cupola. This 

style also is equivalent to kalasha and amlak of temples in North India. Whereas in entrance to temple 

garbhagriha in North India, this would also be usual to find the images like mithunas and river goddesses 

Tamil Nadu we will generally find these sculptures of the fierce dwarapalas otherwise called as door 

keepers guarding these temples in Tamil Nadu. This is very common to find very large water reservoirs, and 

temple tanks which enclosed within complex. Supplementary shrines are the either included within main 

tower of these temple , or situated as distinct and separate as small shrines besides these main temples.  
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TEMPLE STYLE IN TAMIL NADU  

The sacred temples in Tamil Nadu , main temple in the garbhagraha is also located has, actually, 

smallest towers. It is because this is usually oldest part of temple. With a passage of the time, population and 

also size of town place which associated with the temple also would have increased. It would have become 

essential to make new boundary wall which around temples. It would have been also taller that last one, and 

this gopurams also would have been still loftier. So, for the instance, temple in Srirangam of Tiruchirapalli 

has as a lot of as 7 numbers of ‘concentric’ rectangular size enclosure walls every one with the gopurams.  

GARBHAGRAHA 

Outermost is newest, while tower right in centre housing garbhagraha is an oldest. These Temples 

thus which started becoming focus of also the urban architecture. Madurai Kanchipuram, Thanjavur, and 

also Kumbakonam in Tamil Nadu are very important and also the famous temple towns, where, during 8th to 

12th centuries C.E.,  

FEAUTURES OF THE TEMPLES 

The role of these temple were not also limited to matters of the religion unaccompanied. These 

became the rich administrative centers also in Tamil Nadu , controlling the vast areas of the land. Just as 

there are various subdivisions of main types of the nagara temples, there are the  subdivisions of dravidian 

temples also. These are also basically of the five different shapes: squares, usually called as a kuta, and  

caturasra rectangular shape of ayatasra other wise called as shala elliptical, called the Giant Tower ( gaja-

prishta )or elephant backed, this is also known as vrittayata that deriving from the wagon vaulted shape of 

the apsidal chaityas within shape of horse-shoe entry facade called nasi usually circular or vritta; and also 

ashtasra of octagonal 

. Generally we speaking, plan of a temple and also a shape of vimana were conditioned by 

iconographic natures of consecrated deity, consequently this was to build appropriate specific types of the 

temples for various types of of the icons. This must, however, also  be remembered this is an important 

simplistic differentiations of subdivisions. The various shapes also may be combined in the specific periods 

and also places creating the own style.  

PALLAVA ARCHITECTURE 

The Pallavas in the Tamil region were one of very ancient dynasties in Tamil Nadu that were the 

active in Andhra Pradesh from 2nd century CE onwards and also they moved to the south and they settled in 

Tamil Nadu. The history of the Pallavas is also better documented from 6th to the 8th century C.E., at what 

time Pallavas who left lot of the inscriptions in the stone and lot of monuments. The powerful kings of the 

Pallavas who spread their territory to the different parts of Indian subcontinent, at the times reaching borders 

of the Odisha, and links of them with the South East Asia were strong also. 

Although Pallavas were mostly the Shaivite and various Vaishnava shrines survived also in their 

reign.there is no any of the doubt that Pallavas were influenced by Buddhist history in the Deccan. The early 

buildings of the Pallavas, it is usually assumed, were the rockcut, while later were the structural. though, 

there is a reason to believe that also structural the buildings were well also known even when the rock-cut 

were being excavated. The buildings were attributed generally to reign of Pallava king Mahendravarman - I, 

who was a contemporary of Pulakesin II Chalukyan king of Karnataka. King Narasimhavarman I, called as 

Mamallan and  who acceded Pallava’s throne around 640 C.E., was celebrated for expansion of empire, 

avenging defeat his father also had suffered at hands of king Pulakesin II, and also inaugurating most of 

buildings works in Mamallapuram (Mahabalipuram).  

Sea shore temple in Mahabalipuram was also built later, almost certainly in reign of the Pallava king 

Narasimhavarman II, who known also as Rajasimha reigned from 700th  to 728th  C.E. Now this is oriented 

to east facing ocean, but if we study it closely, we will find that this actually houses of 3 numbers of the 

shrines two to the Lord Shiva, one of them facing to east and the another all to the west, and  middle one of 

them to Vishnu who is exposed as Sri Anantashayana.  

This is also unusual, because these temples have generally a single main shrine and also not the three 

areas of the worship. Then this shows that this was probably not conceived originally like this and also 

various shrines which may have been added in the various periods , modified perhaps with change of the 

patrons. In compound there is an evidence of one water tank, and an example of one of the gopuram, and 

various other images. The Sculptures of Shiva’s mount , bull, line temple walls, Nandi and these, with 

carvings on lower walls of the temple have suffered disfiguration severely due to the erosion by the sea salt 

water laden air over centuries.  
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CHOLA ARCHITECTURE 

 

The wonderful Shiva temple in Thanjavur, known as the Rajarajeswaram otherwise called as 

Brahadheeshwarar temple, was finished around 1009 C.E. by the Chola king Rajaraja , and is tallest and 

largest of all the temples in Tamil Nadu. TheTemple building was also prolific at that time, and over 100 

important temples of in the reign of the Cholas are in  well state of the preservation, and lot of them are still 

very active shrines. Bigger in a scale than the anything constructed by the predecessors, Chalukyas Pallavas, 

or the Pandyas, the temple pyramidal multi storeyed vimanas of the chola period rises  massive, 70 metres 

(230 feet) and this structure topped by the monolithic shikhara that is the octagonal dome shaping stupikas.  

This is temple that one of the notices for e first time 2 large gopuras  the (gateway towers of 

themples) with the elaborate sculptural program was also  conceived along with temple. The Huge Nandi 

figures which dot corners of shikhara, and kalasha on the top by thisself is a about 3 metres and 8 

centimetres of height. Hundreds of the stucco figures that decorates vimana, although this is possible that 

several of these of these may also have been added on the  Maratha reign and did n’t always belong to the 

period of the Cholas. The deity of temple is Lord Shiva, is shown as huge lingam set in two-storeyed 

sanctums. The Temple walls surrounding sanctum which have extended narratives of mythological are 

depicted during painted murals then also sculptures. 

The cholas who had built more than 200 temples in Tamil Nadu that seems to be the continuation of 

the previous Pallava’s architecture with different variations.. The temples were constructed by the cholas 

amply illustrate style of the architecture between eighth  to twelfth century C.E. and this influences may be 

seen also on architectural of temples of the Ceylone. 

PANDIYAS ARCHITECTURE 

The temples Construction of under the Pallavas was also carried forward by the contemporaries 

Pandyas. The Pandya architectural style is a blend of the Structural and also Monolithic temples in Tamil 

Nadu . Rock-cut temples by the Pandya’s which contain the “Monolithic Vimanas”. Some these temples are 

also found in Thirupparankundram Anaimalai,  , Kalugumalai, Karaikudi and Malayadikurichi Trichy  

Most of these temples and also rock-cut temples are constructed under patronage of Lord Sri Shiva 

and Sri Vishnu Structural temples which established by Pandiyas contained all features of large temples 

such as Mandapas, Vimana and Shikara. Pinnacle of the Pandyan architecture temple was also found in 

Madurai Meenakshi Amman temple. This was built by the Pandiya king “Kulasekara Pandyan”. This temple 

served as the epitome of the Dravidian architecture with the gopurams, , pillared halls gate towers and also 

reservoirs for the ritual bathing. 

Shiva temple that witnessed a vast leap in the external structure under Pandyias. The important sanctum 

which consists of Sri “Linga '' that was carved from the single rock with Sri “Nandi '' in front of 

Mahamandaba. 

SRI NELLAIAPPAR TEMPLE  

This temple was constructed by the “Nindrasir Nedumaran” in 7th century C.E. in Trunelveli, This 

temple was also considered as finest architectural styles of Pandiyas .The Gopurams in this temple are 

constructed according to “Agama Shastras” and these displays an epitome of the architectural brilliances. 

This is also believed that “Sri Thirugnana Sambandhar” a one of the Nayanmars was instrumental in the 

converting Nindrasira Nedumaran to the Shaivism,  

CHERA ARCHITECTURE 

Cheras who played major part, in the ruling Kerala and also in tamilnadu. The Chozhas, the Pandyas, 

along with, the cheras, was called as, the Tamilakam in India . They also followed the Dravidian culture, 

that the agriculture also flourished in vast during rule of the cheras . The architecture of the cholas was 

called also as, Dravidian architecture, that temples, are octagonal, rectangular mostly , that the sandstones, 

granites are used t oconstruct the temples . The temples are consisting into 4 parts 1. Vimana, 2. Mandapas, 

3. gopurams and 4. grabagriha. 
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CONCLUSION 

The temple is in Tamil Nadu which also enclosed within the compound wall and Gopuram: The 

gateway of entrance in centre of front wall. Shape of main temple tower IS Vimanas . This is also stepped 

pyramid then rises up the geometrically  In Dravidian style, the shikhara is word used for crowning element 

at top of temple .In the entrance to garbhagraha, there also would be the sculptures of the fierce dvarapalas 

who guarding temple. In general, there is the temple tank also situated in the temple compound. The 

Subsidiary shrines also could be found in these temples and the main tower or also beside main tower. In 

various temples in Tamil nadu temples,  garbhagriha is situated in smallest tower. It is the oldest also. With 

passage of times and rise of population of temple-town, further boundary walls also were added. The 

structure in new would almost have tallest gopurams. 
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